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Pressure-induced physical changes of noble gases implanted in highly stressed amorphous
carbon films
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Noble gases~Ar, Kr, and Xe! were trapped in an amorphous carbon matrix in the 1–11-GPa pressure range.
Extended and near-edge x-ray-absorption spectroscopies indicate clustering of noble gases induced by the host
matrix internal pressure. Simultaneously, the matrix pressure promotes a shift of the noble-gas core-level
binding energy of;1 eV. The Auger parameter reveals that both the initial state and the host relaxation terms
contribute to the binding-energy shift.Ab initio calculations performed on an Ar7 cluster and on Ar atoms
clustered in aromatic molecules support the experimental findings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solid noble gases and noble-gas~NG! clusters present in
triguing properties and have been the focus of intense exp
mental and theoretical investigations.1–4 Their physical prop-
erties are extremely sensitive to size,1–3 temperature,4 and
pressure.5–7 When implanted in solid matrices, NGs can pr
cipitate in the form of clusters,6,8–11 however, the clustering
kinetics has not yet been established. In the present work
report detailed investigations of the interactions betwe
noble gases~Ar, Kr, and Xe! and the internal pressure of a
amorphous carbon matrix (a-C). By intentionally changing
thea-C deposition conditions, NG atoms were trapped un
controlled internal pressures~or intrinsic stress!, which could
be varied from approximately 1 GPa to 11 GPa. This enab
us to investigate the evolution of both electronic and str
tural properties of clustered NGs as a function of press
provided by the host matrix. The choice ofa-C films as a
host takes advantage of the well-known stress character
of such films, which can achieve very high values. Moreov
the NGs are implanted during the deposition process, with
the need for postgrowth ion implantation that can modify
host mechanical properties. This is an alternative and in
esting approach for studying noble gases under high p
sure, allowing comparison with results of convention
diamond-anvil cells. Auger and photoelectron spectra w
applied to study the relationship between the NG core-le
energies and the matrix pressure. X-ray appearance n
edge structure~XANES! and extended x-ray-absorption fin
structure spectroscopies~EXAFS! were used to probe th
local NG environments. Theoretical calculations on mo
systems at the molecular mechanics level, combined withab
initio electronic structure calculations, were also perform
to assess the NG interaction with thea-C matrix.

II. EXPERIMENT

Thin a-C films were prepared by ion-beam-assisted de
sition at 150 °C using Ar, Kr, and Xe gases. The film thic
nesses were in the 80–100 nm range. x-ray photoemis
spectroscopy~XPS! ultraviolet photoemission spectroscop
~UPS!, electron energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!, transmis-
sion electron microscopy, and Raman scattering indicate
the material is composed of a compressed and densesp2
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network~90% by EELS!. By carefully controlling the depo-
sition conditions,sp2 rich amorphous carbon films with dif
ferent internal pressures~or stress, from 1 GPa to about 1
GPa! were prepared. Some 3% residual noble gases~deter-
mined by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy! were
trapped in the film during deposition and subjected to
highly strained environment of thea-C matrix. Detailed in-
formation on the structural properties of these films can
found elsewhere.12,13In situ photoemission spectroscop
~XPS/UPS, AlKa) was used to determine the NG core-lev
energies@Ar 2p, Kr 3p(3d), and Xe 3d(4d)]. All measured
binding energies of the implanted gases were reference
the Fermi level by subtracting the work function of the spe
trometer. XANES/EXAFS measurements of the ArK edge
~3.2 keV!, Kr K edge~14.3 keV!, and XeLIII edge~4.75
keV! were performed at the Laborato´rio Nacional de Luz
Sı́ncrotron~LNLS! in Campinas, Brazil, using total electro
yield ~Ar and Xe! or fluorescence~Kr! detection.14,15 Stress
measurements were performed on films deposited on 4325
30.4-mm3 ~111! c-Si bars, using the bending beam meth
to determine the radius of curvature of the film/substr
composite. An apparatus based on the deflection of a He
laser was used for that purpose.16 The stresss was then
calculated using Stoney’s equation:17,18

s5@E/~12n!#~ t2/6d!~1/R21/R0!, ~1!

where E5229 GPa, n50.262, and t50.38 mm are the
Young modulus, Poisson ratio, and thickness of the silic
substrate, respectively;d (;100 nm) is the film thickness
andR0 andR are, respectively, the radii of curvature of th
substrate before and after the film is deposited. The accu
of the stress measurement is;15%. It is important to keep
in mind that the intrinsic stress is a macroscopic property
represents the average biaxial internal pressure suffere
the matrix and thus transmitted to the implanted noble ga

III. RESULTS

A. Noble-gas local environment„XANESÕEXAFS…

Figure 1 shows the raw x-ray-absorption spectra of
implanted in thea-C matrix under several internal pressure
In a similar way, the x-ray-absorption spectra of Kr and X
trapped in thea-C matrix as a function of the intrinsic stres
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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R. G. LACERDAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054104 ~2003!
are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. The evolution of the absorp
spectra with increasing internal pressure indicates, for
three noble gases, a change in the local environment
rounding the NG atoms. Some fingerprints can be clea
observed. In the near-edge part of the spectra~XANES!
(,50 eV from edge! for all gases, there is a remarkab
increase in the white line~first peak! as the internal stres
increases. The white line is interpreted as an electronic t
sition from occupied core states to unoccupied states ab
the Fermi level. In other words, the white line reflects t
unoccupied density of states.1–3 Furthermore, the presence o
the white line in the x-ray-absorption spectra of NGs is
characteristic feature of NGs in condensed phases. It is
ally not observed in free noble-gas spectra. Note also tha
Xe spectra~Fig. 3! present a second feature besides the w
line peak. This second peak is of unknown origin and effo
to interpret it are currently under way. The analysis of t
EXAFS spectra also discloses other interesting results. It
be observed in Figs. 1 and 3 that, as the internal pres
increases, not only does the white line intensity increase
also the EXAFS oscillations become more evident. Th
results provide evidence that a change in the NG envir
ment takes place around the absorbing atom as the m
pressure increases. Surprisingly, the analysis of the EXA
signal shows that the first neighbor interatomic separation
both Ar and Xe, obtained from Fourier transform of the E

FIG. 2. NormalizedK edge absorption spectra of Kr atoms im
planted ina-C films as a function of the intrinsic stress.

FIG. 1. NormalizedK edge absorption spectra of Ar implante
in a-C films as a function of the intrinsic stress.
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AFS signal, increases with pressure, see Figs. 4 and 5.
is an unexpected result, since one would expect a decrea
the interatomic distance with increasing pressure. In the c
of Kr, the EXAFS oscillations are not so evident, thus
information concerning the interatomic distance could
drawn. For Ar ~Xe!, the first interatomic separation varie
from 2.4 ~2.9! Å to 2.9 ~3.2! Å in the 1–11-GPa pressur
range. A phase-shift correction of 0.4 Å for Ar and another
0.3 Å for Xe was determined using theFEFF code.19 As is
further discussed, the evolution of the white line, observed
Figs. 1–3, as well as the increase in the first-neighbor
tance~from EXAFS! support the fact that the matrix pressu
is provoking an agglomeration process on the trapped N

B. NG electronic structure

The effect of the matrix pressure is not only restrained
promoting physical changes on the NGs, but also to sim
taneously squeezing the outer valence wave function of
implanted NGs. The latter phenomenon can promote sign
cant changes in the electronic structure~core-level energy! of
the trapped NG atoms. Figure 6 depicts, under different
ternal pressures of thea-C matrix, the core-level energy
changes suffered by all the NGs. It is to be noted that if o
extrapolates the binding energy to zero pressure~which
would be the equivalent for free noble gases! a difference of

FIG. 3. NormalizedLIII -edge absorption spectra of Xe atom
implanted ina-C films as a function of the intrinsic stress.

FIG. 4. Pseudoradial distribution function~RDF! obtained from
the k2 weighted Fourier transform of the Ar EXAFS signal.
4-2
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PRESSURE-INDUCED PHYSICAL CHANGES OF NOBLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054104 ~2003!
6–7 eV is found because the binding energies of implan
gases~as in our case! are referenced to the Fermi level of th
host matrix, as mentioned in Sec. II, whereas a ‘‘free’’ g
binding energy is referenced relative to the vacuum lev
However, the original and important physical phenomen
demonstrated in Fig. 6 is the relative shift of the core-le
energies as the pressure increases. There is a signifi
chemical binding-energy~BE! shift of about 0.9 eV to lower
binding energies with increasing intrinsic stress. An appro
mately linear relationship is found between the BE and
internal pressure. In addition, theM4,5 nearest-neighbor Au
ger transitions~in kinetic energy! of Xe @see Fig. 6~a!# also
show an even larger energy shift of about 1.7 eV. Th
results demonstrate the intrinsic relation between the e
tronic levels of the trapped NGs and the carbon matrix
careful analysis is needed to understand a core electron
ergy shift of a nonbonded atom trapped in a matrix.

FIG. 5. Pseudo-RDF obtained from thek2 weighted Fourier
transform of the Xe EXAFS signal.

FIG. 6. Implanted noble-gas binding-energy shifts~relative to
the Fermi level! as a function of the compressive stress ofa-C
films.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Noble-gas local environment„XANESÕEXAFS…

In order to understand the increase in the white line int
sity of NGs, we adopt the usual model in which this featu
is a consequence of electronic transitions occurring fr
core states to unoccupied states above the Fermi level,
is, to a continuum of states. Noble gases interact thro
weak van der Waals interactions. Therefore, strong wh
lines are not observed in free NGs, and in some cases,
as those for Ar and Ne, only transitions to rydberg sta
have been seen.20,21,24On the other hand, strong white line
have been observed in Ne, Ar, and Kr clusters, in compou
such as KrF2, and in the solid state.1–3,20–22In addition, the
white line has also been detected in Kr and Ar clusters
planted in Be,c-Si, and metals.6,10,23 Then, the white line
reflects, to a certain extent, the degree of interaction betw
the wave functions of NG atoms. It can be used to probe
presence of other NG atoms around the absorbing at
Thus, the evolution of the white line observed in Figs. 1–
is strong evidence that the matrix pressure is provoking so
agglomeration process on the implanted NGs. For insta
Di Ciccio et al. observed a similar behavior in hydrostat
experiments on solid Kr.22 In this work, the authors found
that, as the external pressure increases, the Kr-Kr fi
neighbor distance decreases~as expected! leading to an in-
creased interaction between the NG outer valence wave f
tions. As a result, an increase of the white line intensity
observed. Another possible mechanism that could enha
the white line is a pressure-induced change of local coo
nation. We believe that, in our case, the white line increas
related to an increase of the interaction between NG ne
bors via internal pressure and/or by a possible increase in
NG local coordination.

Figure 7 shows in detail the increase of the NG fir
neighbor distance with increasing internal stress. The fi
neighbor distance increase is the consequence of a loca
vironment change induced by the matrix internal pressu
We can interpret this behavior as follows. First, when t
internal pressure is low, the NGs are randomly diffus
within the carbon matrix, so that only carbon atoms surrou
the implanted NG atoms. Thus, the NG x-ray-absorpt
spectra should be consistent with those of the gas ph

FIG. 7. Variation of the interatomic first-neighbor distance
implanted Ar and Xe atoms with the intrinsic stress of thea-C
matrix.
4-3
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R. G. LACERDAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054104 ~2003!
Second, the increase of the internal pressure induces the
atoms to get closer to each other, generating a change in
local environment~from C to NG atoms!. In other words, for
low stress, the Ar~Xe! atoms are mainly ‘‘coordinated’’ to
carbon ~C! atoms from the lattice, which accounts for th
obtained small interatomic distance. In fact, the Ar x-ray a
sorption for low stress (,3 GPa) resembles that of free A
atoms.24 As the pressure increases, the Ar~Xe! atoms also
start to ‘‘coordinate’’ with other Ar~Xe! atoms. As a conse
quence, the interatomic distance increases, reflecting
new environment. Due to the high EXAFS cross section
Ar ~Xe! atoms and the small mass of carbon, the Ar~Xe!
neighbors dominate the EXAFS signal, leading to a hig
first-neighbor distance. It is also worth commenting upon
similarity between the clustered Ar x-ray spectra under h
pressure (,6 GPa) and those found in free Ar clusters a
solids.2,24 At high pressure the interatomic distance for
~2.9 Å! is comparable, but still smaller than that of Ar-A
interatomic distance of highly compressed solid Ar.5 This
difference is assigned to some contribution of C atoms to
EXAFS signal, which also suggests that the cluster siz
small. In fact, we could not observe the second and th
shell peaks in the radial distribution functions~p-RDF! ~Figs.
4 and 5! of Ar and Xe. These peaks are always presen
solid NGs, or in large NG clusters.2,4 Similar data for solid
Xe is still lacking in the literature. However, it seems that t
same behavior also holds for Xe. We also mention that
liquid-solid transition at room temperature is expected to
around 1.3 GPa for Ar,5 around 1.15 GPa for Kr,20 and about
0.8 GPa for Xe.25 This indicates that the NG clusters in th
carbon films presented here are in the solid phase. Sum
rizing, we observed a step-by-step NG clustering by cont
ling the internal pressure of thea-C host matrix. We propose
that, during growth, the NGs permeate within the graph
a-C network and are compressed against each other by o
carbon atoms. Furthermore, since the carbon matrix is
phiticlike ~90%sp2), it is likely that the NG atoms would be
trapped between graphitic planes, thus forming tw
dimensional~2D! clusters.

To provide support to the above interpretations, Me
molecular force field26 ~MMFF! calculations were performe
on large graphitic clusters made up of two graphene sh
with fixed interplanar distances at the borders. The dista
at the borders was allowed to assume values from from
~higher pressure! to 5.0 ~lower pressure! Å. Argon atoms
were randomly placed in between the graphene sheets,
by one, up to four atoms, allowing full geometrical rela
ation except for the border interatomic distance. The clus
ing of Ar atoms in planar arrangements, see Fig. 8~a!, was
evident from these calculations when the ‘‘pressur
namely, the constrained border distance, was varied. C
ously, Ar-Ar interatomic distance obtained from the hig
pressure calculation values were about that experimen
obtained (;2.9 Å), and the cluster achieved a particular g
ometry @see Fig. 8~b!#. It suggests that the arrangement
carbon rings in the film controls the position of the NG a
oms.
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B. NG electronic structure

Similarly to the observation of clustering, the intrins
relation between the matrix pressure and the BE shifts h
not yet been reported. So far, some investigations of N
implanted in matrices such asc-Ge, Al, Cu, and Au,~Refs.
27 and 28! have focused on the core-level binding-ener
differences between implanted and free NGs. However
Fig. 6, we observe a relative chemical shift depending on
pressure exerted by thea-C matrix only. It is also worth
mentioning that the observed dependence of both BE
Auger peak positions on increasing compressive stress
be used as an interesting method for determining the stres
amorphous thin films. In other words, it is possible to det
mine the stress of a thin film by measuring the core-le
energy position of the implanted gases. It is well known th
deposition systems, such as ion-beam sputtering, rf spu
ing, and glow discharge, are very common in industry a
frequently use noble gases for thin-film preparation, as w
as to sputter-clean surfaces or for depth profiling.29 This im-
plies that a low percentage of NGs is always implanted i
the host structure. This proposal can be of significant inte
for industrial applications. The main advantage of th
method is the possibility of measuring the internal stress
very thin films~5–100 nm! which would be very difficult to
determine using conventional techniques.

We can understand the changes observed in the c
levels in terms of two main contributions: First, a change
the initial-state energy~Koopman’s energy! at the NG core
electron level owing to the compression by the host matrix
the outer valence wave function of the NG and second
final-state extra-atomic relaxation, or screening process,
vided by the valence electrons of the host. Previous exp
mental and theoretical work of NGs implanted in meta
have suggested that the main contribution to the bindi
energy difference, between implanted and free NGs, lies
the extra-atomic relaxation process. Thus, the change in
initial state due to the compression of the outer NG vale
wave functions was considered to play a minor role in
overall BE shift.27,28 Nevertheless, these investigations we
performed in single ‘‘matrix’’ pressure conditions. In ou
case, we were able to vary the host matrix pressure by
order of magnitude and, as is demonstrated further on,
clear that under certain circumstances the initial-state con
bution cannot be completely disregarded.

C. Theoretical calculations on core ionization energies

Electronic structure calculations were carried out to ass
the problem and investigate the influence of the pressure

FIG. 8. Top and side views of molecular scheme showing
optimized 2D lozenge Ar cluster trapped between two graph
sheets.
4-4
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the core electron BE of noble gases. Argon has been ch
as the prototype noble gas. Ar-Ar and Ar-C interactions w
investigated through the following model systems~Fig. 9!:
~i! a seven-atom Ar cluster in the octahedral symmetry w
varying Ar-Ar distance;~ii ! one Ar atom in the center of a
cluster comprising two benzene molecules in C6v symmetry,
with a varying benzene interplanar distance;~iii ! one Ar
atom between two pyrene molecules at interplanar distan
of 4.0 Å and 3.6 Å, where the aromatic molecules face e
other as in graphite (CS symmetry!. In this structure the Ar
atom is placed in the center of a six-membered ring, equi
tant from all first-neighboring C atoms. The above choice
aromatic models to study Ar-C interaction is justified, sin
the a-C matrix contains large amounts ofsp2 carbon
(;90%). The molecular geometries of the isolated arom
molecules were optimized using the~MMFF! method of the
SPARTAN package.30 Electronic structure calculations at th
restricted Hartree-Fock~RHF! level, adopting the 6–31-G
(p,d) basis set, were performed using theGAMESS

package.31 For all clusters, the 2p binding energy of the
central Ar atom has been evaluated in two ways: first,
taking the associated one-electron orbital energy~Koopman’s
theorem! of the RHF spectrum as the initial-state contrib
tion to the binding energy, and second, by calculating to
energy differences@the so-called self-consistent field resu
(DSCF! method# between the neutral cluster and the o
having the ionized core Ar atom. Therefore,DSCF is the
theoretical equivalent of the measured BE. The pressure
fect is simulated by manipulating of the Ar-Ar or Ar-C dis
tance without further geometrical relaxation.

Figure 10 displays the theorectical calculations of the to
energy (DSCF!, the initial state~Koopman’s theorem!, and
the relaxation contributions to the binding-energy shift of t
Ar 2p core-level from Ar7 cluster as a function of pressur
The conversion from interatomic distance to pressure
made using the x-ray data on solid argon from Ref. 5. T
experimental BE shift of the Ar 2p core-level for implanted
Ar is also shown for comparison. There are at least t
important findings of the calculations above:~i! the core-
level BE of Ar in the Ar7 cluster is dependent on the pre
sure;~ii ! both the initial state and relaxation contribute s
nificantly to the BE shift.

The BE shift for the Ar7 cluster is smaller than that ex
perimentally obtained for implanted Ar in thea-C matrix,
Fig. 10. The reason for this difference can be attributed to

FIG. 9. ~a!Seven-atom Ar cluster in octahedral symmetry w
varying Ar-Ar distance;~b! one Ar atom in the center of a cluste
comprising two benzene molecules in C6v symmetry; ~c! one Ar
atom between two pyrene molecules at interplanar distances o
Å and 3.6 Å, where the aromatic molecules face each other a
graphite (CS symmetry!.
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fact that the Ar7 cluster is a less polarizable system and
does not have the surrounding atoms of the carbon ma
and its valence electrons. This effect can be observed
similar calculation performed on an Ar atom trapped by tw
benzene or two pyrene molecules, see Table I. It can
readily noticed that the total energy is very sensitive to
pressure~via interatomic distance! as well as to the environ
ment. Thus, the presence of the carbon matrix may be
sponsible for the larger BE shift determined experimenta
Another possibility may be related to an increase in the cl
ter size as the pressure increases. In fact, previous studi
free Ar clusters have demonstrated that the core-level
depends on the cluster size as well.32 However, the EXAFS
analysis indicates that our cluster sizes might be small. Th
one expects a small contribution related to the variation
the cluster size.

The calculations also predict that the contribution fro
the initial state is comparable to the relaxation term. Expe
mentally, the relaxation energy (DR) can be determined by
using the Auger parameter as proposed by Wagner~for a
recent review, see, for instance, Refs. 33 and 34!. Briefly, the
Auger parameter (a) is defined as the difference between t
energies of the core and Auger electrons (a5K1E, where
K is the kinetic energy of the Auger electron andE is the
binding energy of the core electron!. Assuming that all core-
levels of the probed atom shift by the same amount of
ergy, which is valid for Kr 3p and Kr 3d, and also for Xe 3d
and Xe 4d ~not shown!, the Auger parameter shift (Da)
between two chemical states can be written asDa52DR,
whereDR is the corresponding final-state extra-atomic rela

.0
in

FIG. 10. Experimental BE shift of implanted Ar 2p, and calcu-
latedDSCF, relaxation energy, and Koopman’s energy for the A7

clusters as a function of the pressure.

TABLE I. Ar 2 p binding energies from RHF calculations for A
in benzene (C6H6) and pyrene (C16H10) dimers: Koopman’s ioniza-
tion energy (2e2p) and relaxed binding energy (DSCF!, all in eV,
as a function of Ar-C distance;R, is in angstroms.

Ar in (C6H6)2 Ar in (C16H10)2

R ~Å! 2.20 2.28 2.36 2.44 2.05 2.25
2e2P 256.5 256.8 257.2 257.5 258.2 258.2
DSCF 245.9 246.4 246.8 247.2 246.9 247.2
4-5
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R. G. LACERDAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054104 ~2003!
ation energy.33,34Then, by combining the core-level and Au
ger energy positions we can experimentally extract theDR
relaxation energy. Subsequently, by subtractingDR from the
measured BE shift, one can estimate the initial-state~Koop-
man’s! contribution (BE52e2R). Unfortunately, we were
only able to measure the Auger peak for implanted Xe. Si
the total BE shifts of all the NGs are similar, we expect t
qualitative behavior for the initial-state and relaxation ter
to hold for the other NGs. Figure 11 depicts, for Xe, the to
BE shifts, the relaxation energy, and the initial-state con
butions as a function of the internal pressure of thea-C
matrix ~the energy value for the lowest stressed film w
taken as the reference!. It can be inferred from Fig. 11 that, a
low stress, the BE shift is dominated by the change in
initial state owing to the compression of the outer valen
wave functions of the NG. Therefore, in this case, the rel
ation energy contribution is not significant. On the oth
hand, at high pressure the initial-state component beco
constant and the BE shift is augmented by the increase in
relaxation energy. It is interesting to note that at higher pr
sures (.4 GPa) both initial-state and relaxation energ
contribute almost the same to the BE shift, a result simila
that theoretically found for the Ar7 clusters, see Fig. 10. In
addition, the calculated data presented in Table I, for an
atom surrounded by aromatic molecules, clearly demonst
that for all interatomic distances both the initial-state a
relaxation terms contribute to the shift in the Ar 2p BE.
Nevertheless, the contribution of each term depends als
the local Ar environment. For instance, taking the int
atomic distances from 2.20 Å to 2.36 Å, in the benze
dimer, one has a 0.9-eV total BE shift with 0.7 eV comi
from the initial state. On the other hand, certain geometr
arrangements of the noble gases in the matrix might forc
‘‘binding’’ of Ar to C at high pressure, for which the hos

*Corresponding author. Email address: rgl26@eng.cam.ac.uk
1F. Federmann, O. Bjorneholm, A. Beutler, and T. Moller, Ph
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FIG. 11. Experimental Xe 3d BE shift, DR relaxation energy
~from Auger parameter!, and obtained initial-state energy as a fun
tion of the internal stress.
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relaxation becomes more important than the initial state
seen in the result of Ar clustered in a pyrene dimer.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we presented in this work an approach
studying noble gases under pressure. By intentionally c
trolling the internal biaxial stress of thea-C matrix, we were
able to trap noble gases under different internal press
ranging from 1 to 11 GPa. From the analysis of the EXA
oscillations, we observed that there is an increase of the
first-neighbor distance with increasing internal stress. T
increase is attributed to a change in the local environm
surrounding the NG atoms. At low pressure only carbon
oms surround NG atoms. However, as the internal pres
increases an induced agglomeration process takes place
NG atoms starts to ‘‘coordinate’’ with other NG atoms. Th
explanation is supported by the increase of the white l
intensity ~XANES!, which evidences an increasing intera
tion between noble gases atoms with increasing inte
stress. Molecular mechanics calculations were perform
providing support to the model of clustering of noble-g
atoms~Ar! between graphitic molecules under external pr
sure. Based on these results, we propose the formation o
NG clusters squeezed by graphitelike planes of thea-C ma-
trix. The internal pressure also affects the outer electron
lence wave functions of the implanted noble gases and
motes a change in their core electronic levels. A shift
lower binding energy (;1 eV) is observed as the interna
stress increases. Auger and XPS measurements were us
separate the contribution from the initial- and final-state~re-
laxation! energies due to the increased pressure. From
analysis, we verified that both initial-state and relaxati
terms contribute to the shift in the core-level energy. The
experimental results are supported byab initio electronic
structure calculations performed in Ar7 clusters and one Ar
atom trapped between aromatic molecules. External pres
was shown to affect both the initial-state electronic struct
of the noble-gas atom and the interaction of NGs with
host matrix. Since as the noble gases are less polarizable
the sp2 carbon environment, the final-state contribution
the shift in binding energy was shown to come mostly fro
the host electronic relaxation upon core ionization of the N
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